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Innovating Water Diversion for Resiliency

**disclaimer: Julie is standing in for The Nature Conservancy for their talk on the 
innovative Morgan Bottom Restoration on the Yampa River…recognition and thanks to 
Geoff Blakeslee and Terri Schulz**

• Recognizing motivating stories coming out of Colorado’s 
5-year flood recovery effort

• Many have worked hard to take a different path:

▪ not putting back what failed

▪ using new tools to better understand river 
processes and what our rivers need

• We call it resiliency*

• Special kudos to State leaders who made disaster 
funding somehow fit the new vision and the technical 
solutions we said were right (totally different)

*shortcut (cheat?) – refer to Bledsoe, Wheaton, Skidmore, and Sickles preceding talks



Innovating Water Diversion for Resiliency

• Changing how we divert water is hard – and worth it

• Ditch companies: tasked with ensuring water delivery & 
minimizing maintenance costs

• Watershed advocates: tasked with increasing resiliency & 
ecosystem health

• Seemingly disparate needs come together in common goal to 
perform better in future floods



Innovating Water Diversion for Resiliency

• Two stories on how Coloradans are pulling together to 
clear hurdles and make meaningful change

▪ The Nature Conservancy

Yampa River Morgan Bottom Restoration

▪ Middle South Platte River Alliance

Godfrey Ditch Diversion



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

What was important to protect?
• Globally Rare Riparian Forest

box elder-narrowleaf cottonwood/red-osier dogwood

• Riparian and wetland habitat for abundant wildlife

sandhill crane & bald eagle nesting, neotropical migratory birds, northern 
leopard frog, native fish (bluehead & flannelmouth sucker, roundtail chub)

• Gibraltar Ditch water diversion decree

• Railroad embankment



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

• Morgan Bottom Reach of the Yampa:

▪ Upstream end of Carpenter Ranch at US40 crossing

▪ Very dynamic, highly responsive to disturbance

▪ Low gradient

▪ Small gravel system



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

• Gibraltar Ditch diversion

▪ Using annual push-up dam

• Impacts to the river, riparian habitat, wildlife

▪ Sediment transport disruption

▪ Large impact footprint upstream and downstream

• Ranchers tired of notable effort required 
to get the water every year

• Worsening/widening (do-loop: was small 
spur, now up to 100 LF)

• Didn’t want typical permanent structure

▪ Prefer small scale fix
▪ On own
▪ Even if more frequent
▪ Vs engineer analysis, high $$



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

• Alternatives analysis

• Raise channel invert (plus) - need to get to ~80 cfs decree

• No-rise requirement (money and time)

• So many issues: sediment transport, river stability, non-native fish 
habitat, fish passage, bank stability, railroad embankment, highway 
protection

• Um, this is hard…

(respect to diverters!)



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

Alternatives considered



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

Analysis and design tools:

• LiDAR data merged with bathymetry survey (Acoustic Doppler Current 
Profiler (ADCP))

• Geomorphic assessment

• Sediment transport analysis

• Hydrologic analysis to identify average summer low flow to ensure 
diversion performance (daily flow data, 3 gages)

• 1D and 2D hydraulic modeling – 2D for complex hydraulics at diversion 
(SMS, SRH-2D)

• Stakeholder observations

for calibration 



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

Selected Alternative: 

• Riffle crest (max height per no-rise)

• Overflow channel

• Super Sacs



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

Final design



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

Existing conditions

Qlf = 300 cfs, not diverted

Proposed conditions, crest only

Qlf = 300 cfs, not diverted

Proposed conditions, crest & 
Super Sacs

Low flow diverted

Use Super Sacs below 500 cfs



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

Installed/Installing



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

Before and After

Reports this season:

“It did the trick”



TNC Yampa  River Morgan Bottom Restoration 

This works! 

Oh, but it’s not going to work everywhere…

What this project had going for it:

• Ranchers on board and willing to try something new

• CWCB funding - $500,000 via Species Conservation Trust Fund

• Lower risk to ranchers – try, but no harm no foul

• Landowner allowed storage of sacs right at site – protected storage

• Ranchers had ready access to & know how on construction equipment

• Smaller decree – summer median low flow ~300 cfs

• Overflow channel - required for timeline and budget (no-rise)

• Ag exemption (required for timeline)

• Never say die stubbornness and creativity (recall the “boom tree”)



Godfrey Diversion Resilience Project

• Again, so many issues: sediment transport, river stability, fish passage, 
bank stability – add sand bed system, water rights, land ownership, 

• Alternatives analysis - need to deliver 57 cfs decree, add 5-10 cfs for 
losses (long delivery ditch), increase for future uses – target 70 cfs

• No-rise requirement (money and time)

• Yep, still not easy…



Godfrey Diversion Resilience Project

• Problems with existing conditions: 
-diversion
-ditch
-eroding bend

• Rivers dynamically stable by adjusting planform and gradient

• Sand system responds constantly – more reactive than coarse-grained

• “Pinning” the river with fixed cross-channel diversion points

• Current location is on unstable bend

• River isn’t the only loser here right now (this = motivation)



Godfrey Diversion Resilience Project

Hurdles include:
• Sand system – sediment! Need to minimize sediment in system, 

redundancies (flow over gates, sediment settling areas, sluice channel…)
• Condensed timeline for design and construction – ditch concerned 

about being able to pull water by April 1st. (Will wait to remove existing 
structure until new structure and ditch/pipe is up and running)

• Site constraints include railroad crossing, gas pipeline transecting site
• Water court decree restrictions for no impact to dry up parcel, including 

no groundwater elevation changes allowed
• Multiple land owners – challenges with future planned land use
• Easement purchase - expensive
• Environmental clearances – long timeline due to backup and large study 

area needed to keep options open
• No ground disturbance (geotech drilling, etc) before site has been 

cleared



Godfrey Diversion Resilience Project

More hurdles…
• High groundwater – piping, float, freeze/thaw
• South Platte depletions compliance
• FDP-no rise
• Existing levees
• Apprehension around change from what’s been done – and potentially a  

design that has not yet been done on the South Platte
• Infrastructure protection/performance during higher flows
• Fish passage (for plains fish – low slope needed) in a fine-grained system
• Stabilizing a bank using band-aid fixes, instead of getting at root cause 

(river corridor pinched by land use)
• Unexploded ordnance (no, not really) (and knock on wood)



Godfrey Diversion Resilience Project

Innovations tried so far:
• Combine diversion with upstream Union Ditch diversion – real risk 

reduction via 2 “pins” down to 1 – DEAD – closer than last attempt, but 
“forced marriage” has the devil in the details and ~3 years needed for 
planning

• Solar powered pump system – DEAD – 70 cfs too large – good tool in 
toolbox for smaller diversions

• Alternative replacement points of diversion – more stable reach, avoid 
bend

• Relocation upstream of railroad bridge – DEAD – not enough time to 
plan/handle details with railroad

• 2 relocations still on the table (next slide)
• Obermeyer gate for sediment transport
• Pool-riffle sequence on one side for fish passage
• Open ditch – unlined vs lined
• Closed pipe



Diversion Relocation:
• Alt 2 – just downstream of railroad 

bridge; combining hard points; narrow 
cross section

• Alt 1a – just upstream of existing 
structure; more narrow cross section; 
lower cost considering shorter ditch

Godfrey Diversion Resilience Project

Each of remaining alternatives have pros and cons, haven’t located the one 
that can cross the finish line yet…



Morgan Bottom Restoration & Godfrey Diversion

So many partners needed for these solutions:

• Project proponent (brave soul?)

• Funding partners

• Landowner partners

• Ditch owner/manager partners

• Regulatory partners

• Design team partners

• Riverine construction contractor partners

Custom solutions are needed for our custom problems

No one size fits all solution! 



Take-aways:

• Project proponent (brave soul…and much needed savior!)

• When you take this on, go get a lot of money and a lot of time

• Then go get more of each

• Gather up your partners

• Hand out creativity hats (whole outfits)

• And never give up! 

Innovating Water Diversion for Resiliency

the prize!



Thank you.

Innovating Water Diversion for Resiliency


